Leap Year Setting

Pull the crown out two ‘clicks.’

Please refer to your owners guide.

Calendar update. Resulting in an unsuccessful time/clock zone change, otherwise the transmission signal may be interrupted.

May have to be manually set, such as when changing radio signal zones.

Press and release the upper right button (B). The second hand will rotate slightly indicating the leap year may be set.

Rotate the crown to set the current month and leap year. Each hour indice represents the month of year, while each hour indice and the following 3 minute indices represent the leap year.

Month of Year

Press and release the upper right button (B) to move the chronograph minute hand (12:00 sub dial) to point straight up to 12:00.

Pull the crown out one additional ‘click’ to the time and calendar.

TO SET THE TIME AND PERPETUAL CALENDAR

NOTE After receiving a radio signal, the time and date will automatically set. There may be circumstances however for which you need to manually set the time and date such as after an ALL RESET and 0-POSITIONING.

Press and release the upper right button (B). The second hand will move slightly. Rotate the crown clockwise or counterclockwise to move the second hand to the 12:00 position.

Note: The 24-hour hand moves in conjunction with the hour and minute hands.

Press and release the upper right button (B). The second hand will move slightly. Rotate the crown clockwise or counterclockwise to move the second hand to the 12:00 position.

Push the crown in two ‘clicks’. You must now set the time and perpetual calendar.

RADIO RECEPTION

The watch will receive radio signals both automatically and on-demand. Both the time and calendar will update based on the current time zone.

Automatic reception occurs first at 2:00 a.m. and 3:00 a.m. If the 2:00 a.m. reception is successful, the 3:00 a.m. reception attempt will not occur.

The “on-demand” feature allows the user to activate radio reception manually. However, depending on the time of day, weather, radio interference, etc., the on-demand feature may not result in a successful radio signal update and the watch may have to be manually set, such as when changing radio signal zones.

NOTE Based on signal strength, it can take from 2 to 30 minutes to complete the radio reception update process. During the update process, the watch must not be moved otherwise the transmission signal may be interrupted resulting in an unsuccessful time/calendar update.

For in-depth instructions on the radio reception feature, please refer to your owners guide.

ALL RESET AND 0-POSITIONING PROCEDURE

Pull the crown out two ‘clicks.’

Press and hold the upper right (B) and lower right (A) buttons simultaneously for 4 seconds, then release them. The hands and date will move back and forth to indicate the ALL RESET is successful.

Rotate the crown in either direction so the chronograph 1/20 second indicator (6:00 sub dial) is pointing to ‘00’ (straight up.)

Press and release the upper right button (B). The second and minute hands will rotate counterclockwise to show a clear view of the 12:00 subdial. The chronograph minute hand (12:00 sub dial) will then move slightly indicating the chronograph minute hand and date of month may be set.

Rotate the crown clockwise or counterclockwise so that the date is centered between 31 and 1, and the chronograph minute hand (12:00 sub dial) is pointing to ‘60’ (straight up.)

Press and release the upper right button (B). The minute and hour hands will move slightly.

TO USE THE 60-MINUTE CHRONOGRAPH

Note: after 30 seconds of timing, the chronograph 1/20th second hand hand will stop. Measurement will continue in memory and be reflected when the chronograph is stopped.

With the crown in the closed position next to the case, press and release the upper right button (B). The chronograph second hand, chronograph minute hand (12:00 sub dial), and chronograph 1/20th second hand (6:00 sub dial) will rotate to point straight up to 12:00.

Press and release the upper right button (B) to start the chronograph.

Press and release the upper right button (B) to stop the chronograph.

Press and release the lower right button (A) to reset the chronograph.

To exit chronograph mode, press and release lower right button (A). The watch will resume normal operation.

For further instructions and additional features of the World Chronograph A•T, please refer to your owners manual or the technical support section on our web site at www.citizenwatch.com